Mission Hope for Kids  
Youth Pledge

- I pledge to **respect and obey my teachers and leaders at all times**, WITHOUT discussion, hesitancy, argument or attitude. This means responding to their requests the first time WITHOUT GIVING MY OPINION.
- *I understand that were it not for the willingness of our committed volunteers, our program would not be able to gather weekly.*
- I pledge to show my appreciation by **maintaining a cooperative attitude at all times. I will NOT walk away** when I am being addressed by an adult volunteer.
- **I understand that as a youth participating in a weekly program and/or field trips, that I am acting as a representative of MHFK, and therefore I pledge to conduct myself at all times in a manner that brings respect to my MHFK family and glory to our Father in heaven.** *(Public displays of affection are not allowed, such as holding hands, kissing, etc)*
- I pledge to maintain integrity inside and outside the walls of MHFK. If my behavior were the only contact a stranger had with MHFK, I want them to think highly of MHFK and the work it is doing in our community.
- **I will follow the rules and any changes** announced by MHFK volunteers or staff.
- I pledge to treat all fellow students the way I would like to be treated, with love and respect. **I will not single-out, degrade, bully or gossip about other students or volunteers.**
- **I recognize that every member of our youth group needs and deserves the love and support of the entire group, and that when this love and support are denied to any member; it hurts the entire youth group.**

I, __________________________, have read this pledge, am aware of what is expected of me as a member of the MHFK Friday night Youth Group, and agree to abide by this pledge at all times during youth activities (both at MHFK and off-site trips). I understand that failure to abide by this pledge may result in the loss of youth privileges, including suspension and/or restrictions on attending future activities and trips. *(Unwillingness to cooperate with any leader at any time will result in student being sent home early).*

______________________________  __________________________  ______________
Youth Signature                  Parent Signature             Date